
Preface
“Good morning Mr Phelps.  The man you’re looking at is Alexander Golitsyn…”

Sadly that is not the opening line to the first story in this book.  It is a classic line from ‘Mission
Impossible’.  I like it because it shows how important it is to grab a reader’s attention right from
the beginning.  A writer’s job is to pull you out of your life if only for a few moments and drop
you into someone else’s.  Done properly it’s the best job in the world.  Done badly and you put
the book down.

I’ve spent hours, weeks, months and years reading, writing, editing, rewriting, submitting and
then having work rejected.  I didn’t become a writer to get rich quick.  I did it because I have
always enjoyed telling stories.  The best writers get to lie for a living and if we do it well, we get
away with it.  I’ve held many jobs over the years: Store Clerk, Cinema Manager, HR Assistant,
Telephone Salesman, Dispensing Optician…but the one job I’ve never left, been fired from or
fallen asleep at, has been ‘Writer’.  As I’ve read and written more, my work has slowly
improved.  The three stories you hold in your hands (or on your e-reader) were noticed by other
people, and then forgotten by me until now.  They’re a mix of fantasy, horror and humour; three
of my favourite genres!

“The Son Also Rises” was shortlisted in the Writelink 2010 Short Story Xmas Chillers
competition
“Grave Clouds” – was published as ‘The Difference’ by Ink Pantry in 2013
“Three’s a Crowd” – was selected for a reading at ABC Tales in 2013 

I find writing very hard and rewarding at the same time.  If I woke up one day and someone told
me I wasn’t allowed to read or write anymore, I’d probably drop a bookcase on them.
Fortunately no one has ever told me not to read or write, so my bookcase remains standing for
now (you have been warned!).

I write because I love to read stories.  I wrote these for people like me.  I hope you enjoy reading
them as much as I enjoyed writing them.

J W Allen 
January 2016
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The Son Also Rises

The only thing the children had in common was they’d all disappeared on Christmas Eve.
People knew that.  What people didn’t know was that it wasn’t my fault.  For years I had been
looking for the man responsible.  Children were his weakness and I was getting closer. 

* * *

Another December 24th and I found myself trudging through the snow in a small village in the
north.  The man had to be there at some point in the evening.  Pulling down the sleeve of my
jacket I glanced at my watch and saw that it was close to ten thirty.  Most of the villagers were
slowly wending their way home from the pub.  A few would be going to the midnight mass at St
Joseph’s, but I knew the priest would be delivering his sermon to a lot of empty pews.  Church
was treated like an outdated superstition, with Christmas being the only time of the year a man
of the cloth could gain a large audience.  It made me so angry.  People had forgotten what
Christmas was about and why it existed.  If only my father could see what was happening, but
he no longer listened to me.  My family must have thought me obsessed, but as I hadn’t spoken
to them in a long time I suppose I’d stopped caring about what they thought. 

The last of the late-night pub crowd staggered into their houses either side of the street.  A
few lights went out behind closed curtains.  Only my breath was visible, illuminated by fairy
lights people had placed in their front windows.  I saw no manger scenes or Christmas stars
anywhere.  The people were empty and selfish.  It made my stomach turn that I was there at all.
They had no idea how much danger their children were in, and all because of that ... imposter.

As I crunched through the snow I took the liberty of peering into those houses with curtains
left open.  They had left bribes out for him!  A bowl of mince pies in one sitting room, some
chocolates in another; one ostentatious family had even left a glass of brandy out along with
milk and cookies.  All of it an offering to a fraud!  A charlatan who enticed their children with
presents and drew them further away from what Christmas is actually about. 

I shook myself and trudged onward to the large tree in the centre of the village.  It was a tall
pine covered with little blue fairy lights.  No star on the top though.  It was as good a place as
any to wait.  I could see many of the houses in the village.  If and when the fraud arrived, I
would be able to spot him.  Then maybe I could put an end to this.  The world needed to know,
and I had to help it understand.

Another hour went by before the snow started.  It fell in quiet gentle flakes all around the
village.  There was no wind and the silence made the evening warm with calm.  I admit that I
allowed a sense of peace to break over me.  Everything was so quiet that my mind wandered
back to easier times for a moment.  I remembered my brothers and sisters, my mother, my father,
my family.  Then I heard the bells jingling. 
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It was faint, like hearing music from very far away.  The sleigh approached from above and

behind and I crouched low as it soared silently over the tree and landed on the roof of a house
not twenty metres from where I watched.

At last!
Quietly I withdrew from the cover of the tree and began to creep slowly toward the house,

using a little snowdrift on the left to get a better view of the roof.
As I drew closer I had the opportunity to examine the sleigh.  It was clearly old, but that

didn’t surprise me as the fraud had been using it for a long time.  The runners were silver but
worn in places.  The harness was encrusted with ice but that didn’t seem to bother the creatures
who were strapped into it.  They seemed quite content standing awkwardly on the sloping roof,
their antlers occasionally clacking against each other.  But as I looked closer, I saw the sleigh
was empty.  My eyes followed the footprints leading away from it towards the chimney.  I
looked at the creatures and they stared back at me.  It was time.

I broke a pane of glass in the kitchen door and waited silently in case the noise had alerted
anyone.  Nothing.  I reached through, unlocked the door and walked in.  I looked left and right
as I tried to get my bearings, waiting for my eyes to adjust in the dark.  A rustling sound from
the left caught my ear and I crept through to a large living area.  The fraud was crouching below
a Christmas tree in the corner.  There was a large sack on the floor beside him and a bunch of
brightly wrapped parcels lying around the room. 

“So, you’re the ‘jolly man’?”
He jumped causing some of the decorations on the tree to tinkle.
“Careful now or you’ll wake the children,” I said, shaking my head.
I meant it as a jest – no one in the house could hear either of us – but the fraud seemed to take

extra care not to jostle the tree or the parcels as he stood up.  He looked nothing like all the
pictures you see of him.  He was small, dressed in loose-fitting, dirty red clothes and wearing
heavy black boots that looked too big for him.  His face was haggard and tired and I could see
the bags under his eyes even in the darkness.

“You’re hard to track, but I knew if I kept at it I would eventually find you,” I said.
The fraud was shaking. 
“You know who I am?”
He nodded, sniffing a little.  I almost felt sorry for him, but then I remembered what he had

done.  We stood in silence for a little longer and then he spoke; it sounded more like a rasp.
“Please, don’t hurt the children.”
A wave of rage pulsed through my body.
“Hurt them?  You’re the one who’s hurt them!  You took them all away from me!  I loved

them long before you did.”
“They are innocent.”
“No one’s innocent anymore,” I snapped, moving quickly towards the fraud and grabbing him

close.
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We embraced for nearly a minute until I felt his knees weaken.  I stepped back and the body

fell quietly to the floor amongst the parcels around the tree.  Breathing deeply I looked down at
the knife still in my hand.  A small drop of blood fell from the tip onto one of the parcels.
Retrieving a cloth from my jacket pocket, I wiped the blade clean and cocked an ear to the
ceiling.  The children were still sleeping.

Only one more task to perform.

* * *

It was past midnight when I left the village.  The cold didn’t really bother me that much.  Elation
was coursing through my body.  After all those years I had found the fraud and made him pay
for what he had done to me and my father.  The world would soon remember what Christmas
was about.  Their pathetic pagan spirit was gone. 

As I trudged through the snowy countryside outside of the village, I felt a brief surge of
remorse for the children I had taken over the years.  Father would probably not approve of my
actions, but it was the only way I could think of to trap the fraud; children were his weakness.  I
knew if I kept looking in the right places, our paths would cross eventually.  Besides, my father
should be happy with me.  I might have saved Christmas.  Now people might start going to
church again, might start praying the right way again.  None of this nonsense with socks hanging
over fireplaces waiting for a heathen spirit to fill them up. 

I could imagine the parents going to wake their children in the morning.  I could almost hear
the screams that would occur.  Better yet, I could almost see the looks on those parents’ faces
when they discovered the body under their Christmas tree, a knife in his dead hand. 

The story would spread.  Belief in the fraud would fade.
As my father’s son, it was my responsibility to make people honour a real god.  He would

understand.  I felt the snow batter my face and for the first time I shivered.  He would
understand. 

I would make him understand.
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Grave Clouds

From her bench she could see the whole cemetery, its memorials looking like disorganised
stepping stones.  Trees shaded many areas to the east, providing the dead with cover from the
elements.  The north was like an open field with a few graves scattered about; children used to
play tag there a long time ago, chasing each other for hours until the darkness stole them away
to their homes.  To the west lay the quietest and spookiest areas of the cemetery; there lay the
oldest plots with the stones bent, broken and decaying above their owners.  To the south lay the
newest area; where all the headstones were neatly aligned with military precision and fresh
flowers on the latest graves. 

She sighed as she surveyed it all from her hill.  She was rarely disturbed up here.  Their
soldiers would walk around avoiding eye contact if they saw her.  The wind shifted as someone
approached and she brushed away a strand of black hair that had flipped across her face. 

She didn’t look at the man who had sat down beside her.  She didn’t have to.
“I didn’t think you would still be here,” he said.
“Where else would I be?”
“I don’t know,” he murmured, “somewhere else.”
That voice of his … that damned dreamy lilt she knew so well!
“Have the other commanders surrendered?” she said.
“Pretty much.”
“Who’s left?”
“Us, and that idiot in the south of the city.”
“That’s all?”
“Yep.”
She fell silent and thought about what he had said.  Only two units left.  They were

hopelessly outnumbered.
“Does anyone have any bright ideas?” she asked a moment later.
“We surrender.”
“They’ll kill us.”
“They’re going to kill us anyway.  If we surrender they might not kill us so badly.  I’d rather

go as painlessly as possible.”
“Well I’d rather not go at all!”
They both fell silent.
“This cemetery’s very pretty isn’t it?” he said after a while.  “I always used to wonder why

we insisted on burying our dead under the ground, but now that I see how peaceful it is I think I
wouldn’t mind being buried here too.”

“You won’t know though.  You’ll be dead.”
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“I know,” he said, “but if I knew this was where I was going to be after I died, I think I’d be

happier about dying.”
More silence and she noticed the sun in the west slowly starting to sink behind the trees. 
“How long did they give us to decide?” she asked.
“Until sunset, and then …”
“… and then it’s the nasty version,” she finished for him.
“Well, the longer version let’s say, and I never have been one for dragging things out

unnecessarily.”
She looked at him then.  He was leaning forward, his elbows on his knees and his chin resting

on his hands.  He still held the faraway dreamy look on his face, the same look she had fallen in
love with.  Only now it was mixed with a sad resignation.  There had been too many debates, too
many fights, too many battles, too much death.  He had already decided.

“I suppose I can’t convince you that fighting to the end is a noble cause?” she said.
“You wouldn’t be you if you didn’t try.”  He smiled.  “Just not this time.  I’m tired.  I want it

to be over.  We’ve lost.  We know it and the capital knows it.  All we’ve done over the past few
weeks is draw out the inevitable and made it more painful than it needs to be.”

“You know we were right to fight though.  You know that?”
He didn’t answer and his silence made her more upset.  All the death she had seen dwindled

into nothingness compared to that.  She took his hand and held it within her own.
“I’m so sorry,” she said, “I’m sorry about all of it.” 
“I’m sorry we didn’t even get to have a honeymoon.”
He looked at her and for a moment there was the faintest flicker of a smile on his lips.
“There’s always the next life I suppose?” she said raising her eyebrows.
“I thought you didn’t believe in any of that?”
She shrugged, looking back out over the cemetery.  A dark swirling mass of enemy soldiers

had begun to surround the perimeter. 
“I didn’t believe I would ever get married.  What do I know?”
She felt him squeeze her hand tight as they heard shouts and military boots marching closer

and closer.  The enemy soldiers were moving through the cemetery, shooting her own,
surrounding them from all sides.  They only had minutes left, she knew. 

“I do have one last request if that’s okay with you?” she said, turning his face towards her
own.  “Let’s not give them the chance to humiliate us in the media.”

For a moment he looked confused and the moment was all she needed.  She heard his gasp of
surprise before the knife had gone in all the way.  She jerked it expertly into the heart, inviting
death as quickly as possible.  As his body relaxed and fell limp, she kissed him one last time,
glad that he would not be made a mockery of.  The symbol of their cause would not be
humiliated in a court before being executed in front of millions; a final spin by the state of the
dangers and evils of marrying outside your approved community.

She gently laid her husband down on the bench and stood up, turning to face the seven
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soldiers who had approached from behind them up the hill, their weapons raised.  Looking at the
closest she raised her hands above her head.

“I surrender.”
The soldier looked at the body of her husband and then at her in fury.
The bullet caught her under her left shoulder. The breath was forced from her lungs as she

smashed to the ground.  A ringing filled her ears as she looked up at the sky.  She knew there
was more pain to come but right then it didn’t seem to matter.  A small cloud was drifting slowly
across the twilight.  Behind it and around it there were other clouds.  They didn’t look like
anything in particular.  Some were fluffy, others were dark, and one was fat.  Different, but still
clouds. 

A soldier’s face appeared above her followed by another, and then another until soon there
was a ring of faces blocking her view of the sky.  One was fat, one looked like a weasel, one
looked terribly frightened.  For some reason she thought this incredibly funny. 

The first kick caught her directly in the ribs and she felt a sharp pain as something cracked.
She didn’t try to shield herself from the rest of the kicks.  As she lost consciousness, she thought
about the different clouds in the sky.  The clouds didn’t care. 

Why should they? 
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Three’s a Crowd

It was all Frank’s fault.  Or perhaps it was the beer.  Henry always struggled to handle his
alcohol.

“What’s the worst that could happen?” Frank said, having spent hours talking about it.
“Aside from my not being able to talk with women?”
“Aside from that,” Frank drunkenly dismissed.
“Edward might not like me going.”
Frank snorted. “That arsehole? I’d beat the shit out of him if I were you.”
“Yeah, well you can’t,” Henry slurred back. “He might be a twat, but he’s still my twin.”
“He’s a giant mood-spoiling condom!”
“I have to look after him,” Henry managed to finish. “Besides, what if he turned up in the

middle of a date?”
“It would be pretty bad,” Frank agreed, burping.
Henry couldn’t think of anything worse, but the barrage of Frank and alcohol was too much.

They would try the speed dating and ‘To hell with what Edward thinks!’ for just the one night.
So a few weeks later, Henry found himself next to Frank in a room full of strange men and
women facing each other behind a line of tables and chairs.  He felt ill.

An elegant woman dressed all in black spent ten minutes explaining the rules.  All Henry
heard was that you only got two minutes per person, which was a relief.  It meant he couldn’t
screw up too badly.  It also meant that if Edward found out and turned up, the damage would be
minimal.  He hoped.

A buzzer sounded and the room was filled with soft noise as rows of chairs scraped and eager
women sat down looking as though they were waiting for James Bond to sweep them off their
feet.  Frank turned and placed his hands on Henry’s shoulders looking serious for a moment.

“Now remember Henry, this is supposed to be fun.  So just stay calm and don’t panic.”
“Right, right,” Henry mumbled.
“I’m serious.  Remember not to let what your brother thinks override your judgement.  I don’t

fancy being chased by an angry mob again.”
“Frank, I’m not twelve.  Edward doesn’t know we’re here and I’m scared enough as it is

without you making it worse!”
Frank relaxed his grip on Henry and smiled broadly.
“Good. Now, what are you?”
“An irresistible sex god.”
“What are you not?”
“A shit Romeo.”
Frank slapped Henry on the back. “Let’s go get ’em Mr Horny!”
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A second buzzer sounded and Frank bounded ahead, slamming himself into a chair opposite a

pale but pretty girl dressed all in white.  Henry took several deep breaths.
“Be cool, be cool, be cool!” he muttered as he moved over to an empty seat at the end of a

row.
About twelve minutes later, Henry felt like he was actually going to have a heart attack.  So

far he had met six women.  They had chatted to him for the two minutes allocated.
It had not gone well. 
One date politely enquired if he was a mute, and another asked if he always leered when

meeting women.  He tried, he really did, but every time he spoke he kept hearing Edward’s
voice.

“Give it up Henry! You’re just not cut out for this game.”
“Shut up, shut up!” Henry had muttered under his breath several times, only realising he’d

said it out loud when he saw the woman opposite lean back with a grimace.  
Henry left yet another limp conversation and slouched over to the next seat.  He sighed and

looked up into the most seductive eyes he’d ever seen. 
He desperately looked at her chest, trying to locate her name badge.  Nothing.  A few seconds

went by until he realised with horror that he was staring directly at her cleavage.  Feeling
himself going bright red, he forced his eyes back up to hers.

“Hi, I’m Marianne,” she said in a soft US accent. “Sorry about the badge thing.  I feel like a
schoolgirl when I wear it.”

Henry blinked for a few moments.  After ten seconds he heard himself say something that
sounded like ‘brththerber?’  The woman giggled at him, her small nose wrinkling up in such a
cute way that Henry felt his pulse quicken.  He gripped the side of the table, closing his eyes as
he did so.  Stay in control, stay in control, stay in control.

He opened his eyes.  She was small, cute, sexy…she was also speaking to him, but he
couldn’t hear what she was saying.

 “What?” he finally managed.
“I said, your name’s Henry,” Marianne said pointing at his name badge.
Henry struggled with how to respond.  Just confirm your name, he thought.  This of course is

when the worst thing that could happen, happened.
“Actually I prefer to go by my middle name, Edward.”
Nooooo!
“Really?  Are you into role playing?” Marianne smiled and blinked long eyelashes at him. 
Henry felt his whole body stiffen with anticipation. 
“Because I like that,” she finished shyly.
Don’t do it Edward!
“I am,” Edward said.  “Sounds a bit odd to some people, but I’m a progressive sort of guy.”
“Really?” Marianne said leaning closer, one hand resting on her chin.  Henry felt Edward

smile. 
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“Oh yeah, babe.  I even do a bit of cross-dressing for fun.  It’s so liberating pretending to be a

woman.”
Henry wanted to die.  Then Marianne spoke.
“There’s nothing wrong with that.  I like a man with a bit of imagination.  Well, a lot

actually.”
“Really?” Henry said, briefly managing to wrest control of his body.  It didn’t last.

      He felt himself smile at her, except it quickly turned into Edward’s smile. 
“So Edward, where are you from?”
“Here and there.  I share a flat with my brother at the moment.  It works out well for us.”
“Really?  That’s so nice!  It’s not often you hear about brothers actually being able to live

together.  You must be close.”
“Oh we are.  In fact I was thinking of inviting him to come along tonight.”
“Why didn’t you?”
“He’s gay.”
Henry screamed with rage from inside his own head.
“But enough about me,” Edward continued. “Where are you from?”
Marianne batted her eyelids again and smiled widely.
“Well, originally I’m from Boston, but I emigrated years ago and, presto, I’ve been here ever

since.”
Edward smiled giving Henry a cool suavity that he could never pull off on his own.  Henry

tried harder to get back control.  He knew that Edward would not be able to hold himself for
much longer.

“Well Edward, looks like we’re almost out of time. Is there anything else you want to share?”
Edward leaned forward and took Marianne’s right hand in his own before whispering in her

ear. “If I had more time, I’d strip you naked and spank you for being a naughty, naughty girl.”
Oh God! Edward, please stop!
To both Henry and Edward’s surprise, Marianne smiled at him and he could feel her leg

rubbing against his own.
“You know, I’ve heard worse ideas this evening.”
“What?” Henry found himself saying.  Both he and Edward were so shocked that Edward had

relinquished control.
“So, shall we go back to my mine?” Marianne said, and Henry had to stifle a gulp as she ran

the tip of her tongue around her lips. 
This couldn’t be happening.  Neither he nor Edward had ever been this lucky.  He because he

could never get into a conversation with a girl for longer than twenty seconds; Edward because,
well … Edward couldn’t control himself for longer than twenty seconds.  Henry had been
amazed they’d lasted two minutes.

He looked at his watch. It was still only eight forty-five.  He looked around for Frank, who he
saw was busy chatting to a young, pretty girl with frizzy black hair and a nice smile.  It was
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clear Frank wouldn’t be looking for Henry at the end of the night.  They would not be missed.
“How about a drink first?  I know a quiet little bar a few minutes’ walk away.”
Having managed two coherent sentences by himself, Henry dared to hope that he might have

the upper hand over Edward. 
“Well then, let’s go!”  Marianne said standing up and taking Henry’s arm.  Edward stood up

grinning.
Damn!
“Do you like strawberry ice cream?” Edward asked.
“I love it,” Marianne said. “Why?  Do they serve it where we’re going?”
“No idea,” Henry said.
“Then why did you ask?”
“I feel like buying some, before I take you home and smear it all over your naked body.”
“I’m sorry?”
“Tourette’s! I’ve suffered a little from it since I was a child. Shall we go?” Henry said almost

as one word so that Edward wouldn’t have space to voice his own opinion.
They were halfway to the door when Henry felt his hand caress Marianne’s bum.
“That is a rare and perfect gem,” Edward said.
Marianne stopped, looking flustered but happy.  Henry froze, not knowing how to react.

Edward was hopping in and out like a jack rabbit, but so far had not caused Marianne to run
away.  She smiled at him and put her hand on Henry’s bum.

“Naughty, naughty!  You know what happens to girls who don’t behave,” Edward whispered
urgently into her ear. 

Marianne giggled again and Henry felt his own hand stiffen on her bottom.  What was going
on?  Edward’s past antics had gotten them beaten up, spat at, arrested, strip searched, and
syndicated on the ten o’clock news.  Now here they both were with a beautiful woman who
seemed to love Edward’s directness and Henry’s nervous politeness.

Henry managed to push Edward to the back of his mind as Marianne looked at him curiously.
“Are you all right?” she said, her head tilted and an eyebrow raised.
“Fine, fine!  Sorry, I just get a little nervous sometimes.  I end up saying things I don’t mean

to say.”
Marianne smiled at him and leant closer to Henry’s face, their lips inches apart.  He could

feel her breath on his mouth.  The effect was instantaneous.
“I’ve been dying to try out some new bed restraints I bought.  Let’s get that ice cream.  I want

to lick it off you slowly,” Edward smirked.
Marianne lowered her eyelashes and went bright red.  For a moment she didn’t say anything.

Henry tried desperately to think of something – anything – to say that would regain control, but
the effect of Marianne’s breath had been too much.  Edward was in charge for the time being.

When Marianne raised her eyes again, her expression had shifted slightly. 
“Pervert!”
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Edward blinked in confusion.  Henry just sighed.
“I beg your pardon?” Edward said.
“Filthy, dirty pervert!” Marianne expanded.
For once Edward had nothing to say and Henry didn’t even try to regain control, as fascinated

with what was happening as his twin was.
“You just want to fuck me don’t you?  Don’t you?”
Edward moved to put his arms around her waist. 
“That’s what we both want, babe!” 
She slapped his face.  The force allowed Henry to retake control, even as he noticed all other

eyes in the room were on them.
“I’m so sorry!  The Tourette’s …” he managed to say before Marianne started screaming.
“You’re just like all the others, a dirty little pervert who just wants to stick his dick in me.

I’m just tits and an arse for you to come over and discard when you’re done!  Aren’t I?”
“Is that a problem?” Edward chimed in.
The force of the second slap echoed around the room and sent Henry staggering backwards.
Marianne stalked toward the door.  Before she slammed it behind her she looked at Henry up

and down with disdain.
“It’s probably tiny as well!”
Henry stood very still for a few moments, pretending not to notice he was the centre of

attention.  He’d had plenty of practice.  He scanned the room trying to search out Frank, but it
looked as if Frank had cashed in early.  Both he and the girl Henry had last seen him speaking to
were gone.

“Are you all right?” The elegant woman in black had sidled up beside him and the rest of the
room returned to their dates in excited chat.  They had a new conversation starter. 

“Sir? Did you hear me?”
“Yes.  Sorry! I think so.  I’m not sure what just happened.”
The woman sighed taking him by the arm to the bar at the end of the room.  She ordered two

vodkas and passed one to Henry before he could protest.
“It’s my fault,” she said taking a deep draught from her glass.  “Tess is my friend.  I

suggested she come along tonight.  She has trouble meeting new men.”
“Tess?” Henry said, looking over to the door and back again.  “She said her name was

Marianne.”
The woman shook her head sadly.
“Marianne?  Oh God, I’m so sorry, she hasn’t appeared for ages.”
“Appeared?  What?”
“Tess suffers from an unusual form of multiple personality disorder.  She’s usually fine.

When she’s remembered to take her medication, that is.”
Henry turned back to the door that ‘Marianne’ had slammed so forcibly. 
He smiled. 
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“Do you have her number?”
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